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Serving as Editor of the ‘Reviews and Overviews’ section of the Journal of

Management and Governance is a challenge I have embraced with great enthusiasm.

The reputation of JMG pushes me to undertake significant effort to make my

editorship consistent with the distinctiveness of JMG within the arena of academic

journals.

My first objective has been to reflect together with the Editor-in-Chief upon the

‘scope’ of the book review section, in order to redefine its boundaries in a

meaningful way. Recently published books covering topics and issues related to

governance, as defined by the Aims and Scope of JMG, will continue to be the

‘traditional’ target of the reviews published in JMG. The potential for stimulating

academic debate and understanding of governance issues in firms and organizations

makes a book vitally interesting for the JMG audience. A review is expected to

explore such potential, thus going beyond a mere overview of the book’s content

and pointing out what it offers to the advancement of our knowledge of governance

issues and to research in this area.

However, in the future the ‘Reviews and Overviews’ section will not only be an

outlet for reviews of recent books. I am indeed very pleased to announce some

changes that will hopefully strengthen the contribution of this section to stimulating

interest among scholars and providing insights around the area of governance,

intended in its broadest sense. As well as ‘traditional’ book reviews, this section will

host two new types of contribution: reviews of classics in the management and

governance literature, and short essays on multiple books sharing a relevant research

trait while offering diverse perspectives or coming from different disciplines.

Reviews of classics are intended to revive interest in the works of scholars who

provided in the past and may still provide a relevant contribution to our
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understanding of governance. Such reviews are valuable since they explore the links

between past and present research, thus spanning the evolution of different theories

and fields. This appears to be particularly promising as regards studies of corporate

governance, which over time have greatly benefited from the emergence of new

perspectives and research trajectories. Why and how does the ‘classic’ have a

worthwhile influence on contemporary research into management and governance?

This question will act as a starting point to offer a fresh perspective on a classic

book. I believe that reviews are conducive to keeping the classics alive among the

community of scholars.

Additionally, book review essays, sometimes found in management journals,

seem to be particularly suited to addressing research on governance, given the

multifaceted nature of governance itself as well as the variety of management and

governance practices across different institutional environments. Hence, book

review essays can stimulate management scholars to navigate across the boundaries

of various disciplines. Book review essays can assess comparatively how different

books have analyzed similar topics. Alternatively, and more frequently, these essays

can stimulate a multidisciplinary approach by collectively reviewing books from

distinct disciplines that address a governance issue. Since integrating multiple

approaches is a fundamental way to stimulate new research, I believe that these

essays can play a role in helping scholars identify potentially intriguing avenues for

new research. In line with the aim of JMG, which calls for contributions from

multiple perspectives and a variety of fields (from accounting to strategy, from

finance to organization theory), book review essays can therefore provide a point of

departure for promoting cross-fertilization among disciplines and streams of

research.

I am aware that enhancing the ‘identity’ of the ‘Reviews and Overviews’ will be

a long process, primarily driven by the commitment of those willing to contribute. I

hope that my enthusiasm will be shared within the community of management and

governance scholars; any ideas and contributions will represent valuable support to

making my editorship fruitful.
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